This is what we're going for!
Affordable
Housing in
Eindhoven

Job Security
Education for jobs:
more vocational and
technical education.
Agreements with
employers and
schools about
job security.

Solid approach
Debt Problems

Safety and
liveability: we
build it together

Affordable houses renting or buying.
Also on toplocations,
for mixed
neighborhoods.
More flexhouses.
More houses
adjusted to the needs
of senior citizens.

Debts can never
increase because of
fines.
Municipality sets
example with debt
ceilings.
We call upon
companies to do the
same.
Support for people
who need it.

More money to fight
residential overload.
Citizens participate
in the safety
consultations with
professionals.
Cititzens decide
about surveillance in
the neihgborhood.
Collective housing
insurance.

To Be Sure in Eindhoven
We invest in all
children!
Everybody can
participate!

Citizens in the
lead!

Attention for the
battle on
loneliness

Experiments with
rigth to
acquire: citizens can
take over communal
properties and their
functions.

Healthcare for
everyone who
needs it.

Affordable
Sustainability

Oppertunities for
children should not
be dependent on
parents income
Contracts with
schools for free
homework support
etc.

PvdA

All council houses
insulated within 10
years
Small-scale energy
co-operations
available for
tenants.
Energy
corporations.

People who need
care, get care. We
won't let people down.
The government
should be there for
you if you are in need.
Even when it's a
financial
challenge. We choose
to cut costs in other
areas, if needed.

Eindhoven,
diverse and one

A tough problem for
which the
government needs
your help. Are you
in?
Municipality provides
good and lively spots
for neighborhood
meet-ups.

Living together can
be hard work.
Therefore we set up a
program ''Together in
Diversity' with
organisations and
institutions.
We endorse the
national Rainbow
Agreement to support
the LGBTI
community.

This is what we achieved.... PvdA Eindhoven!
Safety and
liveability
1,5 million per year for
improvements on
neighbourhoods.
Cooperation between
police and
neighbourhoodwatch.
Improved approach
severe crime.
Extra effort on
burglary.
Adjustments on
'Stratums Eind' for a
safe nightlife.
****
Limit directors income
of foundations who
receive financial
support
from the city of
Eindhoven

Work
BIC: Brainport
IndustriesCampus.
Good for jobs for
inventors and
manufacturers.
20,000 new jobs since
2014.
Unemployment
decreased with 50%
since 2014.
Companies that
employ people with a
workingdisability have
more chance of
assignments at
municipality.
Acknowledgement in
Den Haag for
Brainport as 'Mainport',
which means more
money from national
government.

Assistance with
debts and poverty
Free public transport
for people with low
income.
No penalties if you
make an honest
mistake with your
social assistance
benefits.
Local tax remission
for entrepeneurs in
need.
No penalties on
benefits if inmate is
caregiver, homeless
or in need.
After a tempjob no waitinglist for
social assistance
benefits.

Housing
A lot of houses are
built. 2,500 per year.
More then half are
council houses.
Housing costs is on
average 8% lower,
compared to the rest
of the
Netherlands.
Agreements with
housing corporations
about minimal rent
increases.
Agreements with
developers about
share of
council houses in
new constructions.
Also in the citycentre.
Flexhouses for
people in urgent need
eg in case of divorce.

Equal opportunities Sustainability
1,2 million extra per
year for the battle
against poverty
amongst children.
Extra support for
volnurable youth.
PSV United
(programm for talent
development) started
in Bennekel en
Tongelre.
No budget cuts for
cultural education
(CKE).
No closure of the ice
skating rink.
Sportsrates kept low.
Affordable entrance to
the swimmingpool the
Tongelreep.

Total
acknowledgement of
the climate
agreement:
Locally 55% less
CO2 emissions in
2050 and all energy
sustainably
generated in 2045.
Climate-contracts
with housing
corporations.
Our sustainable biomass powerplants
already generate
part of energy
needed in the city.
No more highways
(de Ruit), but smart
and green mobility:
biking-lanes, public
transport, mobility as
a service etc.

Neighbourhoods
Neighbourhood
budgets.
Inhabitants sign
contracts with
municpality about
their neighbourhood.
Outdoor improvement
app (BuitenBeter app)
App to fight
residential overload.
Designers think about
meetingpoints in the
neighborhood.
It's fun to walk in
Eindhoven thanks to
eg The Silly Walk!
We support citizens
with ideas and
initiatives, like the
renovation of the
Geldropseweg and
the petting zoo in
Acht.

Health and care
Sufficient budget to
provide care for
everybody who needs
it.
No repetitive
diagnostics for
longterm patients and
disabled people.
Extra support for
people who are mildly
limited intellectually.
1 caregiver per
household. Not a
whole bunch of
professionals who do
not communicate or
work together.

Lonelines and
encounters
Support for
initiatives in the city
that focus on
encounters in the
neighbourhood,
participation and
empowerment, like
the Foundation Ik
Wil (I want).
Programm 'Maak het
mee(R)', (Be part of
it) to enable and
stimulate initiatives
of inhabitants.
Digital Connections:
high-quality network
so everybody is
connected. In order
to be able to use
(future) technologies
which improve the
quality of life.

We are proud of the results above. Achieved in Eindhoven in the past 4 years, by the PvdA Eindhoven. Of course we didn't do that allone, but, obviously, together with others.

Diversity
International School:
important for expats
who come and live in
Eindhoven.
553 houses for
1224 refugees.
Eindhoven top of the
bill for (technical)
startups which create
jobs for everybody.
March on Tolerance
and the Hand-in-HandMarch.
Corporation with
employment agencies
to provide jobs for
people with refugee
status.
Extra support to help
immigrant youth find
work.

